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CARLO MOLLINO, STAZIONE DELLA SLITTOVIA AL LAGO NERO 1946-47

ATLAS OF DETAILS

Text
Emanuele TIbaldo
IUAV Venezia

Drawings
Emanuele TIbaldo
IUAV Venezia

Architect
Carlo Mollino (1905-1973)

Name of the building
Stazione della slittovia al Lago Nero

Site
Strada dell’Assietta, Sauze d’Oulx, Turin (IT);

Client
C.L.O.T.E.S. - Industrie Turistico Alberghiere, Piero Dusio

Contractors
Sideberton

Engineer
Ferdinando Galdini e Pagani

Other actors
Carlo Albero Bordogna (1913-1998) (designer and collaborator); 
Barbier (geometer); 
Segheria di Moncalieri (construction of woodwork).

Building permit
1945: release of the building permit

Start of construction works
1946 july : start of construction works

Projects variations
After delivering an initial “municipal project” in june 1946, Mollino revised the roof and 
terrace, continuing his research. On the valley side, the roof became more traditional, 
acquiring the form of the typical double pitch, later the upward sloping pitch on the 
north side was also eliminated, as can be seen in the later drawings, in which the idea 
of the ‘glass-window’ is also taken up.
Three weeks after this ‘municipal project’, Mollino finished drafting an ‘executive’ 
solution, the drawings are dated 9 july 1946.

End of construction works
1947 in the middle: o!cial end of works

Construction system
The structure consists of reinforced concrete pillars and load-bearing partitions. The 
floors of the ground floor and the basement are made of reinforced concrete, while 
the floors of the restaurant and bar floor and the attic are made of wood structure. 
The exterior parts on the ground floor are entirely plastered, while the upper floors 
are clad in wood.
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